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“The popularity of making sauces from scratch and the
growth of own-label continue to chip away at value sales in
the market. Addressing consumers’ concerns around sugar,
salt and artificial ingredients will be key to turning the tide.
Exploring the sauce kit format could help boost
associations with healthiness and authenticity, while also
delivering both on the experience and convenience.”
– Anita Winther, Research Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Tackling concerns around ingredients is key priority for cooking and pasta sauces
Brands need to push flavour innovation to take on own-label
Deconstruction can help sauce brands deliver on authenticity and health

Scratch cooking remains a key source of competition, squeezing cooking and pasta sauce sales. While
enjoyment of cooking is an important reason why people cook from scratch, wanting control over what
goes into food is also a main driver. This puts an onus on the category to address concerns around the
presence of sugar, salt and artificial ingredients in pre-made sauces. Given the current low-levels of
NPD making claims relating to these, there is much room for more innovation in this area.
The unrelenting growth of own-label in the category, caused by the growth of the discounters and
range rationalisations favouring own-label over branded products, is also affecting value sales by
putting downward pressure on average prices. Brands are facing a challenge in proving a tangible
difference from own-label; however, flavour innovation is one area where brands are still seen by many
to have an edge over own-label.
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Figure 25: Share of new product launches in the UK retail cooking and pasta sauce market, by packaging format, 2014-18
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Dolmio’s lead rooted in high levels of trust and strong family image
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Figure 41: User profile of Dolmio, October 2018
Homepride has a traditional, family image
Figure 42: User profile of Homepride, October 2018
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A preference for scratch cooking is main barrier
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Usage of Cooking and Pasta Sauces
Four in five use cooking and pasta sauces
Figure 43: Usage of cooking and pasta sauces in the last three months, September 2018
Non-chilled sauces are most popular
Figure 44: Frequency of using cooking and pasta sauces in the last three months, by type, September 2018
Competition from scratch-cooked sauces remains strong…
...underpinned by demand for naturalness…
…and efforts to save money…
…though most people use several sauce types
Figure 45: Repertoire of types of cooking and pasta sauces used in the last three months, September 2018

Barriers to Using Cooking and Pasta Sauces
A preference for scratch cooking is main hurdle
Figure 46: Barriers to using cooking and pasta sauces, September 2018
Guidance is needed to encourage dish experimentation
Ingredients concern is barrier to many
L/N/R sugar and salt claims remain rare
Figure 47: Examples of low-sugar cooking and pasta sauce launches in the UK, 2018
Meeting PHE salt target should help tackle consumer concerns
Figure 48: Homepride highlighting compliance with the 2017 Salt Reduction Targets, 2018
Demand for all-natural ingredients can tackle concern over artificialness

Interest in Cooking and Pasta Sauce Concepts
Health-boosting herbs and spices attract sizable interest
Flagging up herbs and spices should give brands a means to tap interest
Figure 49: Examples of turmeric launches in the UK cooking sauce and soup markets, 2017-18
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Figure 50: Interest in product concepts in cooking and pasta sauces, September 2018
Protein garners interest also in cooking and pasta sauces
High-protein examples found in Europe
Figure 51: Examples of turmeric launches in the UK and European cooking and pasta sauce market, 2017-18
Scope for category to tap into buzz around meat reduction
Meat reduction has had a rising profile in recent years
Interest in meat-free advice and sauces that complement meat alternatives
Figure 52: Examples of UK cooking sauces suggesting meat-free recipe swaps, 2018

Behaviours Relating to Cooking and Pasta Sauces
Customisation of cooking and pasta sauces is popular
Ideas for giving sauces a twist while cooking should appeal
Figure 53: Behaviours relating to cooking and pasta sauces, September 2018
Scrutiny of ingredients and nutrients is commonplace
Advice on fish and seafood pairings interest many
Figure 54: Examples of UK Schwartz recipe mixed featuring advice for replacing chicken with fish, 2018
Figure 55: Further behaviours relating to cooking and pasta sauces, September 2018

Attitudes towards Cooking and Pasta Sauces
Versatility is a strength of cooking pastes
Figure 56: Attitudes towards cooking and pasta sauces, September 2018
Brands struggle to prove tangible difference from own-label
Brands trail behind on value perceptions
Figure 57: Instant reaction and purchase intent towards branded and own-label liquid cooking and pasta sauces, April-October 2018
Figure 58: Perceptions of branded and own-label liquid cooking and pasta sauces, April-October 2018
Sauce kits enjoy positive image
Scope for brands to explore passata kits
Figure 59: Further attitudes towards cooking and pasta sauces, September 2018
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Figure 64: Share of new product launches in the UK retail cooking and pasta sauce market, by top 10 companies (sorted by 2017),
2014-18
Figure 65: Top 10 claims used by new product launches in the UK retail cooking and pasta sauce market, 2014-18
Figure 66: Share of launches in the UK retail cooking and pasta sauce market featuring selected natural and ingredient claims,
2014-18

Appendix – The Consumer
Figure 67: Attribute performance ratings of branded liquid cooking and pasta sauces compared to own-label liquid cooking and pasta
sauces, April-October 2018
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